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for any A and any < 1/2, what improves a work of Tolev; S3(n) is the corresponding singular
series. A special form of a sieve of Montgomery is used.
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1. Introduction
Let q1 > 1 and a1 with 0a1 < q1 be pairwise prime integers. We investigate the
number of representations of a sufﬁciently large number n ∈ N as a sum of three prime







which goes closely with the number we are looking for, weighted just with logp1 logp2









for all A > 0.
Here the O-constant is depending only on D and A, the singular series S3(n) only on

























p − 1 .
We consider now the question whether one can ﬁnd larger bounds than logD n for the
modulus q1, such that the difference of J3(n) and the main term including the singular
series stays very small in average. We show the following







∣∣∣∣  n2logA n.
Tolev shows this in [2] for 1 < 13 .
Notation. We denote by (n), (n) and d(n) the functions of Euler, Möbius and the
divisor function.
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log p e(p) and S() :=
∑
pn








where R := logB n with B := 6A + 27 > 0. Now we decompose the real interval
[−R
n
, 1 − R
n


















and minor arcs m := [−R
n
, 1 − R
n






be the contribution of J3(n) to the major arcs, and Jm3 (n) the contribution to the minor















Tolev shows in [2] that EM  n2logA n for 1 < 12 using the theorem of Bombieri and
Vinogradov where R = logB n with BA+5. The problematic estimation Em  n2logA n
on the minor arcs is shown for 1 < 13 .
3. Proof of the theorem
So for proving Theorem 1 we show now the estimation Em  n2logA n for 1 12 .
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S2() e(−m) d =: JM2 (m) + Jm2 (m).







log2 p  n log n (1)









|S()|2 d · max
∈m |S()|
2







For the last estimation of |S()| on m see [3, Theorem 3.1]. There, R = logB n is
used.
























For 0a1 < q1 we consider the number
N(a1, q1) := #
{
mn; m ≡ n − a1(mod q1),
∣∣Jm2 (m)∣∣ > nlogA+2 n
}
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of natural mn with m ≡ n − a1 (mod q1) for which











|Jm2 (m)|> nlogA+2 n




























N(a1, q1) + n
2
logA+1 n
















the last step follows by application of the Cauchy–Schwarz-inequality and Q1 <
q12Q1. Now we split the sum over the modules q1 according to their number d(q1)
of divisors, namely
EmQ1  n log2 nE
1
2

























If it is now possible to show for Q1n
1
2 the estimations




















4. Estimations for E1 and E2
Now we look at the estimations in (3). First consider the easier part, namely E2.
Let
AQ1 := #{q1;Q1 < q12Q1, d(q1) > log2A+7 n},
then




























Now to E1. We set for mn
bm :=
{
1 if |Jm2 (m)| > nlogA+2 n ,
0 otherwise,
































































































The maximum is taken over a1 with 0a1 < q1 and (a1, q1) = 1. Since |fa1(d)|2
is d-periodic in a1 for d|q1 (as N(a1 + d, t) = N(a1, t) for t |d), its maximum stays
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)∣∣∣2  log2A+8 n (n + Q21)N
by application of the large sieve. Let
N :=
{



















|Jm2 (m)|2  N
n3
logB−9 n
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By this and applying Q1n
1







as B = 6A + 27. So everything is shown.
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